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The generalized form of the LeChatelier—Shreder equation and relation for the limiting value 
(for xeq approaching to 1) of temperature variation of the degree of dissociation of AJBr in an A— 
A^B, system at the dystectic melting point were used to calculate the limit of temperature variation 
of "weighted-in" mole fraction of A^Br at the dystectic melting point during permanent phase equi
librium. It was proved that this limit is infinite and thus the tangent line to the liquidus curve at the 
dystectic melting point is parallel to the composition axis. 

The LeChatelier—Shreder equation describing 
equilibrium coexistence of melt in a system A—A^Br 

with crystalline phase of a binary compound Aßn 

which has a dystectic melting point, was derived in 
[1]. In contradiction to using of hypothetical tempera
ture of fusion and hypothetical enthalpy of fusion 
[2—4] this equation does not contain any hypotheti
cal thermodynamic quantities and was written in the 
form 

d\na(AqBr,x T) 

dT 

_AiusH(AqBnT) 

p.eq 
RT2 (1) 

where A^H is the experimentally determinable enthalpy 
of fusion of A(ßn flis the gas constant and а(АдВл л^, 7") 
is the activity of the compound AgBr in the melt of the 
composition expressed using its weighted-in mole frac
tion Xeq = niAßrVWAcß} + п(А)} at the correspond
ing equilibrium temperature T. /7(АдВг) and /7(A) are 
weighted-in amounts of substances of AgBr and A, 
respectively. Quantities related to phase equilibrium 
are denoted by the subscript eq. 

a(Acßn Xeq, 7") can be expressed as follows 

a{AqBnx T) = 
f(AqBr,xeq,T) 

UAqB„T) 
_ v q eg' ' / _ 

v(A Bn x T) /fH(A Bn x T) y(A B r, x T) 

v + ( A g B „ T) kH+(AqBn T) y + (A Q B r , T) 

(2) 

Symbols ŕ, v, /гн, and у denote the fugacity, the fu-
gacity coefficient, the Henry constant, and the true 
mole fraction of undissociated constituent А^ВЛ 

y = п{А£г)/{п(АсРд + n{A) + /7(B)}, respectively, at 
the same chosen temperature 7". /7(АдВ,), /7(A), and 
/7(B) are amounts of substances of constituents 
Acßr, A, and В in the melt, respectively. Quantities 
related to the melt of pure compound А^ВГ (Xeq= 1) 
are denoted by the subscript +. 

Because activity а(А^Вг) is a function of хЩу the 
limit of temperature variation of хщ at the dystectic 
melting point of A ^ has to be involved in the limit 
for Aeq-»1 of the left-hand side of eqn (/). The zero 
value of the slope of tangent line to the liquidus 
curve at the dystectic melting point of a compound 
AgBr in a phase diagram of an A—A^Br system is a 
well-known experimental fact. Semiquantitative ex
planations have been generally accepted. In the 
case of ideal solution of optical antipodes and their 
1 1 racemio phase, the problem was cleared by 
Mauser [5]. The aim of the present paper is the ex
act general thermodynamic verification of this ex
perimental experience. 

THEORETICAL 

Limit of Temperature Variation of Dissociation 
Degree for a Substance A<pr in Melt Coexisting 
with a Crystalline Phase AJBr 

The degree of dissociation of AgBrto its constitu
ents is a function of both composition and tempera
ture. A relation for equilibrium of a reaction of "total 
dissociation" 

A Br oqA + rB (A) 

can be written in the form 
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AdisG(*eq. T) = ̂ H(X T) -

-T-AdisSnconf(*«,. T)-R\T\П[У(Х, *eq. Л р } = 

= AdisW(xeq,r)-

-4 A cfeSnconf(*eq. T) - R | П Ky<J)] = 0 ( 3 ) 

where AdfeG, Д ^ Д and AdeSinconf are the increases 
of the Gibbs energy, enthalpy, and the inconfigura-
tional entropy of dissociation according to the 
scheme (A) [1], respectively. X represents constitu
ents AqB/i A, and B, y(X) = 1, q, and r. 

Rewriting eqn (3) an expression for In ЩТ) can 
be obtained 

q[*éq(<P - ~0 + *eqg*'][Xeqttte + Г ~ D + 1]ХедД<1 ~ «) 

[*«,a(<7 + r -1) + llxeqíqtt -1) + ^ o f l - a) 

Ads^Xeq , V) - TA^Sincon,(X«,, 7 ) 

ЯГ 
(8) 

Before calculation of limits in eqn (8) it is advanta
geous to introduce the following substitutions 

\nKJT) = \n 
[y(A,xeq,r)P[y(B,xeq,7-)]r 

/ ( Д ^ . х ^ . Г ) 

Adis/y(xeq, T) - rAdisSincon((xeq, Г) 

RT 
(4) 

Substituting the true mole fractions of respective 
constituents in eqn (4) by 

У(А R x т) = 
(1-е)*, 

eq 

xeqa(<7 + r-1)+1 

xeq(a<7-1) + 1 
e q " ' x^ati + r-W 

y(A,x e q ,7) = 

and 
-yeqg/-

^ ' « » ^ - x ^ + r-D+1 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

after deriving In K^T) with respect to Tone obtains 
(The derivatives of all quantities with respect to T 
are denoted by a prime.) 

[\nKy(T)] = 

_ [r(x;qq + xeqg')(1 - a) - x;q«(1 - a) + xeqa'a] 

[xeqa(<7 + r -1) + l][xeq(?z -1) +1] 

[xeqg(<7 + /--1) + l][xeq(^-1) + l] 

*«q«(1-«) 

(<7 + f -1) 2 « q « + x a')[xeq(gr -1) + l]x6qa(1 - a) 

[xeqa(<7 + г -1) + l][xeq(<?Qr -1) + l]xeqa(1 - a) 

lim 
'eq-*1 

l = q + r-Ji 

J = 1 - « + , e q 

Z- = «+,eq(t7 + /--1) + 1 

M = Qa+,eq-Jl 

N= lim [|п/Су(Г)] = 

A d i s Ay(x e q ,7)-rA d i s 5 i n c o n f (x e q 

RT 

J)] 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9c) 

(9d) 

(9e) 

For ideal solutions the last substitution can be writ
ten as 

/Vid= l imj ln/f y i i d (r)] = 
^ d i s ^ i d (xeq»^fus i^q^r )) 

In addition, the following relations are valid 

lim а = a + e q = a+[Tíus(AqBr)] 

and 

(Of) 

(10) 

(11) 

Calculating the limit of expressions occurring in eqn 
(8) taking into account the substitutions (9) and re
lations (/0) and ( / / ) , the limit of temperature varia
tion of the degree of dissociation for AgBrcan be ex
pressed as follows 

lim a' = 

«+VW"( im+,eq--Zja+,eq- /2ö+,eq+Z-Ai) l i m /^q 
*eq"*' 

LJr+La+eci - / V a + e q +LJq 

(12) 
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PHASE DIAGRAM OF AN А—А^ВЛ SYSTEM 

Limiting Value of Temperature Variation of 
Weighted-in Mole Fraction of the Component 
A<Br 

At compositions close to that of a pure undisso-
ciated substance A ^ t h e relations 

v(A-Br, xeqi T) = v+(A_B r, xeq, T) (13) 

and 

kH(AqBn x e q j T) = kHt+(AqBr, xeqj T) (14) 

are valid. Substituting (13) and (14) into the Le-
Chatelier—Shreder equation (/) one obtains 

d 
lim — lny(A Br,x T) = 

Xeq^dT 

AiusH°(AqBr,Tius(AqBr)) 

+ lim 
d 

T^Tius(AqBr)dT 
\ny+(ABrJ) = P (15) 

P is a temperature function concerning the second 
term of the middle part of eqn (15). 

Using relations (5) and (9) the limit of the left-
hand side of eqn (15) can be written in the form 

J(L-kz+eq) lim x'eq-(L + JI) lim a' 
*eq *eq 

JL 
(16) 

Substituting the expressions (16) and (12) into (15) 
one obtains the relation 

(^-k+.eq) l i m *eq + 
xeq"*"l 

^L + J^Lra^-La^-ral^+LM) ^ ^ = 

Ur+La+eq-řja+eq+LJq x? q-i e q 

(L + JI)a+eqLN 
= LP+-

LJr+La - / Ja + LJq 

{17) 

On multiplication by an expression (LJr + La+exi -
-l2Ja+1B4 + LJq), and after introducing a substitution 

LP(LJr + La+ieq -/2db+eq + LJq) + 

+a+ieqLN(L + Jl) = Q(Tius(AqBr)) ( 1 8 ) 

this expression yields 

(L2Jr + ILaleq - l2LJa+^ + L2Jq -

-lLJqa+eq +Z.2/a+eq - ILJa+eq - l2La2
+fiq + 

+L2M + ILJM) lim x'eq = Q(Tfus(AqBr)) (19) 
xeq~*1 

О is a temperature function regarding the quantities 
Pand N. Substituting from eqn (9) for /, J, /., and M 
into the left-hand side of eqn (19), this equation will 
simplify to the form 

= Q(Tius(AqBr)) 

lim x' 

(20) 

where 

U= lim (qa++m+-a++'\-qa+-
* e q - 1 

—ra+ + a+ — 1 + a+ — a+) = 0 (21) 

Introducing again the substitutions (9) for (<7+r-1) 
and [a+eq(q + r-1) + 1] into eqn (20), it reduces to 

£7 lim x'eq = 
*eq-"» 

Q ^ A ^ B , ) ) 

IL 

which implies 

nm * ; = 
*eq -1 

Q(Tius(AqBr)) 

ILU 

(22) 

(23) 

provided the value of Q(T^s(AqBr)) is not zero. 
In a special case when the value of О(T^s(AqBi)) 

is equal to zero, using l'Hospitaľs rule the same re
sult is achieved. 

If the degree of dissociation does not depend 
upon temperature and its value is equal to zero, i.e. 
if y+(AqBr) = 1 and Ky- 0, for the presumable finite 
value of AdßSjnconf(*eq> T) AósH(xeq, 7") = oo and thus 
N=oo by eqns (4) and (9), respectively. In such a 
case the quantity 0(Т^(АдВг)) and thus also 
Q(Tbjs(AqBľ))/ILU is equal to indefinite expressions 
by eqns (18) and (23), respectively, and the com
pound A i7Brhas not the dystectic melting point. 

If the degree of dissociation does not depend 
upon temperature and its value is equal to one, i.e. if 
y+(AqB} = 0 and Ky= oo, for the presumable finite 
value of AdJs3nconf(*eq, 7") AcfeW(*eq, T) = - oo and thus 
Л/=-оо by eqns (4) and (9), respectively. In this 
case the quantity Q(T^s(AqBr)) and thus also 
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Q(Tte{AqBr))/ILUis equal to - « , by eqns (18) and 
(23), respectively. 

CONCLUSION 

According to eqn (23), the slope of tangent line 
to the liquidus curve is equal to zero at the dystectic 
melting point of the compound A g B r in the phase 
diagram of an A—kqEr system provided ae(0,1) 
and thus this line is parallel to the composition axis. 
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